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A. Theory for Strong Electric Correlations. We have

developed a theory for the probability distribution function of

the electric field in a highly turbulent environment. This makes

contact with our previous experiments, in which we found a

characteristic distribution function, exp(-E 2 ) in a range of

different beam-plasma strengths. The theory, as detailed in

Appendix A, extends previous work which took into account

collective effects in the plasma surrounding the ion. Uur work

takes into account the possibility of strong wave correlations

overlengths exceeding the Debye length, XD* We find that to

explain the 100kV/cm fields we have observed we must invoke

correlations which are quite strong over uimensions of at least

loxD* This is a new result with possible powerful

consequences. It makes connection with the general body of

soliton theory, which envisions the final stage of plasma

turbulence as compressed packets of electric field on the scale

of 10-100 Debye lengths, and containing field strengths

comparable to the local thermal pressure. The fact that we have

found this distribution in a very general way iTplies that it may

be a common feature of strong t;rbulence. Furt.;er, it confirms

our previous assertion that < i specific form exp(-E 2 ) i aplies a

one dimensional nature of t ol eectric field s:)ectru-n. If tne

electric fields were spherici i symmetric, for examnie, the

distribution function woul , exp(-E 2 ). •i-; imolies

picture of one-uimensionai - sma turaulcnce . nicn atrsists

for the entire duration of ..t , at eIst

microsecond.

0 KW"r -



B. Optical Study of electric fields less than l0kV/cm. We

have carried out some of the studies we promised in our last

proposal, of the distribution function for relatively weak

electric fields. This is treated in detail in Appendix B and

shows that we have successfully developed the diagnostics for

this sensitive regime. We find that the distribution function

remains the same at lower electric field strengths. we are now

undertaking to measure the electric field distribution as a

function of distance along the propagation axis, radius out from

that axis, and time during the pulse(z, r and t). This will form

the principal thesis topic of a graduate student, Ami Dovrat. S

C. Tne anisotropic nature of turbulent microwave emission.

We nave carried out preliminary studies of the anisoptropy

of microwave emission. This snows that there is unexpected and

quite possibly meaningful dependence of the polarization of

radiation on the angle of emission. We hope to use this to probe

the nature of the emitting entities deep within the plasma.

Since we suspect these regions are quite small, on the range of

100 Debye lengths or less, radiation remains the easiest

diagnostic of such features. e suspect that collapsea or 7

"caviton" entities produce the radiation, and are generally

oriented along the magnetic axis, whicn is the sane as the beam

axis. However, the polarization pattern does not correspond to

such a simple one uinensional picture. Ne shall try to interpret

the data in terms of a statistical distribution of dipoles witnin

the plasma. inis is being undertiken now botn experimentally arid

theoretically.
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Appendix A

Electric Microfield Distribution In Plasma

With Long-Range Correlation

Gregory Benford and Xiaoling Zhai

S October 2. 1987

Collective and individual particle correlations affect t he ,(,ahilht% di~

bution IV(E) of the electric microfield in a stat ionary. i (irhuilert la'itaI~

aextented previous work to include long-range ccorrelatio (Th5 tr lengths

the Debye length. The characteristic distribution V( F) exp(

emerges, with d the dimensionality of the electric field. lIc iti - I

proportional to the square of the correlated particle density. I lscrik ai r w

* ~strongly turbulent experiment with < E
2 

>I/2 s5kV~/cro r-pitres -rlit i

S ~~over scales > I OAD. Comparison with observeod tnirw~e'i~ imp toi i I it

more than one percent of the plasnia voltin experiotices st r ng fill riu
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1. Introduction

Many experiments have measured the electric field distribution inside tur-

bulent plasma. (Klein and Kunze 1973 ;Gallagher and Lavine 1971 ; Hamlada

1970 Antonov et al 1970 ;Matt and Scott 1972). A recent measurement (Lev-N

ron, Benford and Tzach, 1987) found a probability distribution of the electric

Langmuir field in a strongly driven beam-plasma environment,

W (E) c exp (- < E

where < E2> is about (85kV/cm) 2 .

Theoretical investigation (Ecker and Spatschek 1973; Hlooper 1967: Ecker

1971) of a stationary equilibrium, homogeneous plasma model gave some phys-

ical explanation of the electric field distribution in terms of screening. All yield

an exponential distribution. G. 11. Ecker et al (1973) give

E2 %

E 2

where Ell is the H1oltsmark field (lloltsmark 1919). It is abouit U. IkV/cii in

the experiment of D. Levron ei al. about 10o-3 times sntiillr I IiaiiI n rv

Plainly collective effects and possibly long-range correlation muilst COMO 11nto

play to explain this striking difference. Generaly for tutrhijlent i field d'*~

dlimensionality d, IV(EF) x Ed- I exn( - E2 ). Tile Levron ci 'xreriniI,tit Imp'lies l

d1=I with such strong ant isotropy apparent ly arising froiii i.'K:~n-hii

instablity. 
U

Hlere we develop a thei(ory for IV( E) which decomposes t I w ,I, ~ ri tin !r dill

II



distribution into three parts: individual particle, collective and long-range corre-

lations. We give each an equal footing, following the strong wave field approach

of Ecker and Spatschek with correlations added.

2. Basic Equations

Let us start from the Maxwell equations, with no riot current j 0. B 0

and a homogeneous time-independent plasna.

V E=4e-rZ6(r-r,) 7 ×E=() (1)
t

Vx B =0 7-B=0 (2)

We can define a vector potential A with Fourier components -4k

A = c p~ .4kiko i k r (3)

k

Withko k, k-IkI and since VxE=0, E=7L,.with

t0 =-' (4)

k

Using equation (4) in equation (1),we can get:

e 4',T i-k r,k V

The Iamiltonian of our syst,.i in the random phase approximation is

t -2 1 f E2 (r)'/
H = ,-, /A(r,)]2 - +

1 -,Z TZZZ-kr,-r
vk

Sk

% %
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We are free to choose 'k, so we choose Ak = 0 at the second step of equation

(6). The lamiltonian has the canonical conjugate variables. r, p F; -4 k . Ek.

The Hamiltonian equations are:

- OH OH (7
k Ok' Ek=- (7)

Consider the ensemble distribution function:

i=N %

Fr = r7 6(r' -ri(t))6(p' -pi(t))fl6(Ak - .4k)6(Ek - Ek(t)) (8)
k

Where ri, pi, Ak, Ek are the coordinates in I' space, and ri. Pi, 4k- Ek

the coordinates in p space. We define

F. = 1 6(r - ri(t))6(p - pi(t)) H(6Ak - .. k)6(E k - -k) (9)
i k

Here the sum is over all particles. Now consider the time derivative of Fj,

O~~i. OF..

(aF )rp,(Ak.Ek) = -ri r,p,p,.(Ak.Ek),(,, k )ri

OF,

+ (a-tp )r,p,r,k(..kEk £k-kk) Pi

+ r,p,r,.p-(.4k Ek)(,ik Pk )" Ak

+ -OFI) r.p.r/.pAk.Ek) ' (10)

R--- k  bv - I r, by by, II a we define
a..~~~,9 RpaeAbyu.k b k o lr, asw

it in equation (6) then yields

L( .I-' k... rPa~OF'i. ~~k p,,F, k _ em .,rk
- - = , Or, V .ip k

kP

A-'I.%



+ j-- E l(ko lo)A kl(k + 1) ei(k+l) r(

k

E ( a )E_I _E [e 7 -(lo iekr,

luP 1"

+ ,me2 z (ko -)Ak ei(k+l)r,]( to1)

n k

Following Ecker et al (1973) we use the collective coordinate

Qk = r4-re ,eik r,Ok:V k 7-F Z -,-
i

Instead of putting all electron motions into the collective coordinates, we

choose a value k, of k such that the collective modes only enter with wave vector

less than ke. Clearly k, > ro , and for undamped modes we require k > k , with

k, lying between ro0 and A.'. Previous calculations took kAD - 1, with AD

the Debye length. Here we explicitly expand the formula to include correlations

for k < A' (Fig 1). Define

exp(4I'4-,r2 4k e' kr,)
Texp(-h  e- k (12)

izk,k>k

Make the transformation:

l i S-1pis

kS'14S (13)

Pi I t- , kAke (14)

kVk

for k~k,., A'k=Ak+? . 2 -k"_ (
4-15)

3i



for k < k,, Ek Ek (16)

3. The Distribution Function

We break the Hamiltonian equation (6), into contributions from the two

salient regions of k space:

p e2 7
f H + , 1 FZ : k(r-€ ~~ iI j,i>jkk>k

+ 1/2 E (EkE-k + -- AkA-k) (17)

kk<k,

The plasma wave dispersion relation is

-;k eik r, 0 (18)

L k P_ ( )2 
f

4e2 ( k  -pi (19)

In what follows we frequently assume a cold plasma, ((kp2/,nW) 2 ) < 1. Now

we approximate the complex terms of equation (17). Since

qI o 2e- ,r 1 e1k ,r,-r,) -- -kE (,-r l

, j k,< k , >1 r,

Using this to equation (11), through some algebra we get.

OF,, +P OF,. O", ",

k.-< t k k

a P IA A Or Ir-r, Fi"E [h= (21

We can illuminate this conplicated result by using the I' space densiiv P[).

the first order distribution fincion f,,. and the second order dist ribill in, flinlc-

• "."tion fj,

V V

I',a

ft t t I t t - X - -- - ...- %° --



I'D I' (r1,r ......... r, PP p2 . ......... p.,, k ,.4k . . . .k . ........ t) (:22)

I:j I
fiDj PD~r~r r\ P1, P2p d, Lk Fk " (23)

k

fi = F FjiuPD HdrdpfJ d.lkdEk(24)'=N

where N is the number of electrons in the system.

Mulitplying equation (21) by PD , then integrating over all r,. p,, " k . Ek ,

and using equation (23) and (24), yields

of i + Ofdup fjdh-1AuiA k-"r-r a0E
at + m Or Or.kk kr - Op f  j

" kh 7 k +  Ek =0 (25)
kk<k k k k

We define R as the probability function of collective electric field, with f,

the probability function for the individual particle electric fields. I. . f,. I
fR. f, f, Rt. Since f,, and f1, are separable., we can scpirate a(,1pIt o

(25) into two equations:

,"f, p0f, 0. e-in r - r  
j .

+ - drdp -j_ fk j26a

O n a O

a -k - Ak 7  + Z-- k ' k  27)

k k kk

Lquation (27) can be formally solved as .1

l A f ' k - - k 7  I"-k k

k k.<k, k <.1
.,-7

%I
7--

a.. P " , " , " , " , " a " ," . " , " - " " . , # . , 4 "4 " € " , / * . " -" . " o " , o = = # #

% ) % % ." o ,,% % . " % % •" ' , "-' # " ." ".% . •% -% % '." . " - N "% % "



We can get E(r) from equation (5),
4 _

NTr itrZ ko ik (r-ro)(9E r E : -e(9)
V k

We can separate E(r) into single-particle and collective parts. with the first

term counting individual particles:

E(r) = Eind + E 01j

= -- Z.. Z i k rr, + Z k e k r (30)

k ' k~k k,k<k,

Split the electric field E.oi into two parts:
E,11= E:ott Ecorr = F Ekko ekr (31)

E,.oU represents collective screening while E...r describes correlation over

long range, k < k,. Now we define W(E) as a probability distribution function

of the electric field, with Piid and R, 11 as distribution functions of E,,d and

W (E) / 6(E - Elnd - E, I?)Rc0 ltRindd[ ..... ]ndd[....:,,41 (32)

Let Wl(q) be the Fourier transfornition of W(E)

W(q) = ]IV(E)w' EdE

= / q-, E, +E..,I ,,, .i
E -' , . ............dd .... , _ ::1m )

Since R,,ldd[....] ,, and I ? ., ]-., by assumption vtr i lo!, 'i.,t.lv. w,

can write:

% %,

WI)= -(E - I, . , (j.. ? _ IIt_ ci(l1* :,.'iP



We can take r = 0 without changing the electric field distribution. Now

consider Ek in two parts, Ek = + or explicitly.

e 74r i -, i 14- - -k r,
E- ik r,y(2 .) +

tLk Ve N._
s1

Here .V, represents the number of correlated particles and V", represents

the number of uncorrelated particles. The spatial dependence of correlation is

y(ri/L) which we shall choose to yield finite < E2 > in a correlation scale length

L. For correlations we require k-r, = 2mr, where m = 0; ±1;±2; ±3: ............ so

ie Y( - %i 'z -V n~y(r/L)r dr
kcr V t= L~ k JRo

Here R,, __ , R is a very small but finite length, and n, = - is the

density of correlated particles.

We can write E,,rr as.

-!orr i e f4r

k  k V- V V G(k)

R r -
G(k) 47r JR ( -)r'dr (34)

Then

E(r)=- nie k GMr+ ' k k

k.k< kk<k,.

It is easy to see that E-k = -E and

E .. Z k Z 2RIE) 35)

k k<, k4<C,

Where Ek .<k includes kand k .

to ..... I k k( k - + Ek k (36)

k k<k,



We have

W/coIJ+corr (r) = fe-'i' Ec011 00-,Rco1I+corr d[. ... 0ojd[ ....arr

e- vq k.< Vri R('k ) k J1 fk[(Re(Ek) 2 (ImkE) 2 + t1-(ReAc)-

+ (ImAk) 2 1ld[Retk]d[Im,,kd[RAk]d[ImAkI (37)

Define Z=REk A = q -ko an

< fk(Z2) >=f fkd[ReAkld[ImAk]dtlmEk]

This enables us to write compactly

Wcoii+corr(q)=HJ e-k z < fk(Z 2 > dZ
k,k<k

WrVoii+corr(q) H < Ak(q
2 ) >

k,kk,

where < fk(q 2 ) > represents the Fourier transform of < fk(Z 2 ) >, and

lWcoii+corr(q) = en Hk,k<, <fk(i2)> = e~k., <fk"i
2

)>

Changing summation over k into integration

Wcoti+corr(q) = e 2 fk<kc kn<k4~

Let us expand In< fK f(4 2) > at 4 = 0.

* ~ ~7216k

C'00 and Cck must he zero, for otherwise the expression diverges! All terms

beyond the~ third term vanish as V - x. Only the third terni survives:

WV~ol+,orr (qi) =efk~k<&, ck i,3w(k. q)dk kk

5"I
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Wcon+,o,.,(q) is the Fourier component of Vcoi+cor.,(E), so

IVCo+Co. (E) ] / -qE W'coii+corr (q)dq

VV~ll~~rrE)3v' V3 exp(- E 2

Wcoii+ ....(E) - 5127r 3 (f C 1kdk) 3 /2  f Cikdk)

* Take < E2 >= 32rf C'1kdk ,then

1 -E2

Woii+eorr(E) = -V27-7 e 2/3<E
2

>

-3E
2

We can see the distribution of electric field is proportional to e .2E2 > where

E includes Ecoll and Ecor,.

E(r) = Ecorr + Ecoll = --nce k G(k) + VEIk k  (38)
k,k<k, kk<k

From equation (38), we can derive

Ecot Ecor, = (---)3 l2 nce E G(k)/ktk
k,k<k"

and

Ek = L el e r, (39)kV V -

Since

4,= ii z E z kr,-lr,)(k lo)
k,k<k. =1 j1

N, is the number of uncorrelated particles, a large number _i=, e-qr

vanshes, because ik ri is a random phase. If i=j and k -1. then we have

e (k r,+1 r,= 1, so

167r
2 e2

V

I1



E 2r 16ir2 e2 n2k 1~)G

Late wewillseethat< Corr. > is a large number, so we can neglect E, 01,

Ecorircor andl fid+E~ 1  Ecorr Now we have, for a one-dimensional

field,

(27 IWVc.ii+corr(E 8a~ 7- / <-2>/ e 2/3<E
2

>

82f/ > E 2 1 23/

< E 2 Jk'ke kE kdk =< E > + < E > ±[T

Here the residue is

U= 14r n, G(k) Z (e-ikr +& )k (0

2fV k,k<k c i=1

Because of the random phase, both tco" tEojr and k r -ko become negligibleWA

comparedC wihCE 0 1  n ~orr >, so U=0 The distribution function of

electric field is generally.

E
2 

+E2

1 >E + < E2

l'VcoitorrCE cor >)+E
2

>p

Weare interested in the case where (E2 ,) > (E 2j) So li+ 0 ,E

W,.orr . If E,orr is much stronger then E,,l the distribution funt ion is nevarly 01

the same as the correlation electric field distribution. This is the (list rihiit ion

function for one dimension. For d dimensions, we should have

Wx E Ele-(< <>%

For three dimensions the distribution function becomes hI V x'~ E 77

a form often seen in weakly turbulent environments (Klein and Kiirize. 1973).

12
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Examining < E~ou+co7 , >,

< E 214> r e !

47re 2  4 r
8r 3 V .',3 k, (41)

< E'orr > " G(k)2dk (42)

The spatial dependence of correlations, y(r), allows finite < E2orr > only if

y(r) = (L/r)3 / 2 . This is an artifact of our method; in general. y(r) must be

rapidly declining. We find

G(k) = 47r J. (L/r)3 /2r2dr = 67rL3/ 2 (V / 2 
- o1/2) (43)

n2  e2  4 rL 3 (4,r) 4 o 1
/2

<Eorr > = 29 k(1 + -- 2 ) (44)

Here Io = R 3; in the limit V - x

_,128 .3,
E;, >= -n L , (45)

9

Since < >= 167r n,,e 2 we find

128< Ee'oll+,.orr >= - - n;. c-L: k,. + 6 rin,,,k,. (16)

.5. 9

Here n, = N,,1V is the itisiity of particles which are uncorrelated.

4. Comparison With Experinient

To compare with observat ils we use the the data of the ). Levron ct al

(1987). Their density of parti,., i., about 101 3 cre-m3. mean electron temperature

is about 10eV. and the Del,,,. -- inh A t 7.4 x IO1 cin. so A) I x 0)-1 cnm-

13
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The interparticle separation r0 is about 1.3 x 10- 5 cm. so ko 57kD. The

ttoltsmark field is EH = = 0.16kV/cm. We can write, with k ro,

64E, n, 3"
<E >= - (-)(nL )k (47)

Levron et al found < E2 >ob,-Z (85kV/cm) 2 , about 3 x 10' times greater

than El. To fit experiment, we need -(nLa)k 1.3 x 10'. Let us see what

this implies. Define ND as the number of particles inside the Debye sphere

(.D g 1.5 x 105). N, = -- n, L 3 is the number of particles inside the correlated

sphere. Then

- n , n L 0.25k - )- 0.1 ; (48)
ND nl AD [k(n') 2]1I 3

If we use k, = kD, i is about 0.02. Even if we choose ; I, for complete

conhence in the region, L is about AD, mor possibly taking 0.1. L is about

SAD. Thus long-range correlations are necessary.

We can use further constraints set by the observed microwave power from

the same experiment. Using the electric field distribution, we can calculate the

power of the microwave radiation of the plasma

f f dPPti= .V] W( ),dE--dn

Where W( E) -e 4 , is the electric fieid distribution (one dimension). with

U2 =< E'2 > NV is the number of ca.vitons. WVe take the power emitted by a

single soliton correlated over a scale L. There V, such emitters, which we

* represent as simple dipoles oscillators of dipole length L. Then

dP -, . , E
2 (%

-= ) -Wrrc(,.k L)%

.5

..%

I 
I
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JP

21 3 3

Pt,o,jl =5767r- N,arcEH-(n,L') (- )k"

The expe'rimentally observed result (Barauga. Henford, Tzach, arid Kato, 19S 5) I:

is about gb., =105 o Wat t Since I' (rTc I- 5 x 1 
-2 Watt we fo n "1 1

(n )4( L ):., 1, 3 x 1 25 p5(4 ). ,

Tak nL' 5 10( -)3 . plus the observed u2 =64/3EHt nL)c= .

(85kV,/etm)" so that n- in,La3k :: 104. Therefore',,

(n )I 104 .¢

n nL3)k:

Using equation (49)

101, 1041P3na naaV 3 V, 3 x 10-5P5 2 x 11
L )(nL k -L __ )3

Define the packing fraction of the turbulence, with the typical volume V3

1,," t/ 103 cin 3 of beam-plasma interaction,

The maxium number of emitting dipoles which could fit in V1,,..\N,,, is.%

Ir

If

,,/37rL3 - -L )3

The actual number of emitters is, using equation (-t9).

The packing fraction is. rac d
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So our result is free of the details of the emitting geometry and partiularly

of (L/laynbdaD), as long as the individual volumes scale as L3 . Luckily. f is

independent of L. Previous work showed that P5 is in the range 0.1 to 1 (Barauga

et al 1985). Further, we can take k- = 0.1 to 1.0, depending on the cutoff

in k-space of individual particle effects. Most work has taken k, = kD, so

k ;: 0.1(Ecker and Fisher. 1971). The result agrees with f > 0.05 from Levron el

al (1988). They found their result by detailed consideration of observed optical

lines. Such agreement is gratifying, considering the great difference between the

two methods.

5. Conclusion

We see clearly that long-range correlations induced by large amplitude waves

can account for the observed (E 2 ) > E2. Normally, atoms see a Stark shift

from interaction within r0 , and plasma effects extend the interaction to the scale

AD . which for the Levron cl al data is about 10r 0 . But this will yield only an

increase of 10 to 100 in < E 2 >1/2. not enough to explain the 1W~ increase

above Ell seen. such enhancement requires a large volume 1. z I)A:A)) ,f high

amplitude oscillation ('- z 1), or even greater interacting voluie if < I

This result suggests a caviton-like phenomenon. with large In.-itv tpres-

sims ordered over scales > LOAD by strong electric fields (z-/lTmk" I ) which

produce ponderomotive pressure. \Vithin our static model, no specific detailed

interactions are required to yield the \V(E) and < E2 > observed. lher,' rmiayv

be statistical considerations which give a exp(- '2) distribut ion a more Enral

16ilv
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meaning, however. Benford (1987) suggests that collisions and energy exchang

among cavitons can produce an exp(-E 2 ) form as well.

We can see from equation (50) that the packing fraction f derived from

the microwave power gives good agreement with the experinientally observed

packing fraction of strong turbulence. Since the microwave power caculation is
I

based on the W(E) distribution, this gives support to our long-range correlation

model.

Note that we have assumed a correlation existing over a three dimensional _

field, even though E may be a one or two dimensional field. We picture par- ..4.-.'

tides correlated by a group of waves which can be strongly anisotropic, so the -".

correlation integral of equation (34) yields an L3 form. If this were not so, the

integral would be proportional to A'L for a one dimensional E, and ADL for A.

a two dimensional one. Which form is appropriate for a given experiment must

be decided by details of the case. Clearly, if only one dinonsional correlations
I

occur, the product A Ln, will still be the same and L will uscssarily be much %

larger, then we have estimated here. "-""

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of' Scitit ific l.sarch ;iii .-

tie Office of Naval Research.
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Appendix B ,

FutaigElectric Fields in an Intense [:

Relativistic Electron Beam-Driven Turbulent Plasma

Electrostatic plasma oscillation in plasmas which contain-

atoms should give rise to satellite lines in the atomic

spectrum. The satellite lines appear near the forbidden ,i,

transition• [i]

If the plasma fields were time independent (or with rather

low frequency) so that we can use quasi-static theory, they would

produce a forbidden line through the static Stark effect in the.'

well-known manner, i.e., the two satellites coalesce into one .••

forbidden line. Using the ratio of the intensity of the .

forbidden plus satellite lines, to the allowed line intensity, we %

could derive the R.M.S. field as the combined field of ,.-

oscillation at various frequencies.

The level system in Fig. Bl, according to [1), has usually".'

different levels for the upper states of both lines. Kawasaki et '"

[21-

al., []compare forbidden to allowed lines which have the same

initial state.- ,

The two characteristics shown in Fig. B2 are:

1) We need not make any assumption (or measurement!) of the

population density of the forbidden level, since the lines are .

-,.

emitted from the same level.

2) The population density of the upper level, i, can be

enhanced by a resonance absorption from the level I For making

34
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the resonance absorption effectively, the metastable state of Hel %J.

is suitable for the level 3.. (Fig. B3)

The application of tunable dye lasers to this experiment

offers several advantages:[3]

1) Spectroscopic observations integrate along the line of P

sight. Satellite intensities are always measured relative to the

intensity of the allowed transition. This will cause serious

errors, especially if the allowed transition is emitted from the

total plasma along the line of sight. The plasma satellites,

however, stern from only the turbulent region, i.e., most likely

from the current-carrying part of the plasma. The laser-

fluorescence technique enables us to gain spatial resolution.
.

".

(See Fig. B4)

2) The laser is focused into the plasma and resonantly
,,-%

tuned to the allowed transition. This improves the signal-to-

noise ratio, as well as the time resolution of the measurement.

Possible impurity lines as well as lines from molecules can be

discriminated against by pumping the allowed transition with a

narrow-band laser beam. .

In this way we have succeeded making measurements of the1/2 •"
electric field and find <E> - 10 _V with a resolution of rcm e_

about (mm)3. %R

We intend to go on measuring the E-field in different

regions in the plasma -- on-axis and off-axis, close to the

anode, and downstream. Also, we shall measure the fields in

different times relative to the electron-beam pulse. This will

yield E(r,z,t). We expect to see growth and dispersion of 0
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E(r,z,t), which will yield understanding of nonlnear turbulence

characteristics.

A sensitive probing of this low-E region can make contact

with conventional "strong" turbulence theory (0.1 < W < 1).

Similarly, beam-induced fluorescence will yield about 1000 times

more photons at high-E Stark shifts, and extend our measurement

of N(E) to - 300 kV/cm, with the same statistical reliability as

our present highest measurement, 120 kV/cm. This will provide

check for any break in the exp(-E 2 ) distribution (Appendices A

and B), and thus for theoretical models of high-E turbulence.

Rapid switching of beam current and voltage will allow study

of high-E lifetimes in the plasma. Our preliminary work

(described under "Turbulence Lifetime Measurements" in our former

proposal) shows that turbulence persists long after usual theory

predicts its dissipation. We plan extensive experiments

switching beam current on to explore how rapidly high-E regions

appear, and similar switch-off experiments to measure lifetimes.

We will develop theoretical models to explain the wide range

of experiments we have already done or will soon perform. This

will include a careful consideration of microwave emission data,

and comparison with turbulent electromagnetic emission models.

Coupling of the microwave measures with direct N(E) data will

provide a valuable constraint on theory.
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Figure Bl: Level system w'hich produces satellites

to the dipole forbidden transition

Figure B2: The forbidden line is caused by the

level mixing of t with j due to electric '

fields. w'hile the allow'ed line is due

to the transition from i to 1. An in-

i crease in population density of i enhances

both of the lines.
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Figure B4: The experiment scheme. Sub-

tracting measurements without the

.4. laser from measurements with the laser V

gives the contribution from the volume

element on which the lens is focused.I
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